
Khaled Ibn El Walid Middle School. 

MS4 Classes. 

                                                        TEST Nb 1. 

        One of the richest and most powerful women in the world is Oprah Gail  Winfrey .She 
was born in 1954 , in Mississipi , USA. She grew up with her grandmother . She  lived  in 
great poverty . As a child , she used to dress in potato sacks , which made all children mock 
and laugh at her . Oprah had a hard and troubled adolescence. After , she moved to live 
with her father in Tenessee , and joined the university there . Soon, she became an 
excellent student and started working as a journalist and presenter in the radio and 
television . 
       Oprah is a tall and quite fat woman with small brown eyes and dark curly hair . She 
descended from African origin that’s why she has a dark complexion .  
        Oprah is a woman in progress . She always develops her personal qualities . She has a 
strong personality . She is self-confident , hard working , ambitious , helpful , honest and 
above all emotionally intelligent . She is an idol for millions of girls and women woldwide , 
because she always had a positive  influence on their lives. 
       Oprah is thinking of expanding her business and she will keep on using the media to 
change people’s lives for the best .               (  Adapted from the internet) 
  

                                        
 
PART ONE : READING COMPREHENSION : 

Task one : I read the text and complete :02pts 

Full name :……………………………………………… 
Physical appearance :………………………………………. 
Personality features :………………………………………………… 
Future plans :………………………………………………………………… 
 
Task two : I read the text again and answer the questions :03pts 

1- Where was Oprah  Winfrey born ? 
2- What embarrassing experience did she live ? 
3- Is she a good example for girls ? Why ? 
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Task three : Find in the text words that have these definitions :02pts 

Doesn’t tell lies or cheat people = 

Useful and always provides help = 

Feeling trust in one’s power = 

Having the desire to realise a dream = 

                    MASTERY OF LANGUAGE 

Task one : I correct the verbs in brackets (          ) :03 pts 

 While Oprah   ( to live  ) in Mississipi , she ( to have ) a terrible accident . She   ( to be ) very 
courageous  . 

Task two : I look at the chart and compare ,I write 2 sentences: 02pts 

 helpful     good 
Oprah Winfrey +++++  
Wassim Youssef +++++    +++++ 
Sofiane Dali      ++++ 
 

Task three : I put « s » for strong and «  w » for weak in the following :02pts 

- Was  Oprah having fun at the university ? 

- No , she wasn’t . She was studying hard to realise her dream .  Her friends were there to 
help her. 

PART TWO : 6pts 

   Now it’s your turn to write a paragraph about yourself . 

  Write about :(  your name , physical appearance , personality , likes , dislikes , hobbies and 
experience  ).       

                                                                                                       GOOD LUCK  
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